
Reggio Emilia
approach

YOUR WORK-BOOK



Make sure you print it at the beginning of the course, and have it next to you when you
watch the videos. 
Take your time to answer, take notes, reflect upon what you saw and how to apply this new
information in your experience. 

The questions are made to help you absorb the new concept and reflect on how to use it at
best in your school, in your classroom, for the near future. 

We are confident that mixing your experience and your know-how with the exciting
philosophy of the Reggio approach, will really help you be the best teacher you can! 

hi there,

Cristina 

In our live courses we ask a lot of
questions. 
Actually, the answers that the
teachers give us are the core of
the course experience for the
partecipants, because they give
everyone the unique possibility of
reflecting upon their work, their
strenghts and weaknesses. 
We really wanted to bring this part
into our online courses as well, so
we created this work-book. 



welcome

Thank you for joining us in this
course. 
Make sure you read the
corespondent page of each
video before you press play. 
Take your time to reflect on the
questions. Enjoy the process. 



Part 1: 
introduction
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Your intro
BEFORE YOU WATCH 

start by reflecting on your current teaching situation  

1

2

3

What age-range do you
teach? 

What got you
interested in the

Reggio Emilia
approach? 

Can you think about
why it's called

approach and not
method?  



5
How much control do

you have over your
classroom's
curriculum?

4
What do you hope to
improve by attending

this course? 

6

7

How much control do
you have over your

classroom's budget?

What do you think will
be most difficult for

you in implementing
some elements of the

Reggio approach?



Part 2: 
the teachers
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Can you list all the adults you think your students are in contact with, and how
much they influence their developing process? 

The adults
BEFORE YOU WATCH 



The adults

Have you ever
considered the

educational value of all
the adults involved in

the school
functioning?

Are you satisfied about
the relations between
the adults involved in

your situation? (school
staff, parents, school

managers,
principale...). Why or

why not?

AFTER YOU WATCH
reflect on your current  situation  

1

2

3
Is there something that

can be done to
improve it? 



The peers

How much do you feel
the relationship with
the peers impacts the
school experience for

the child? 

Are you satisfied with
the opportunity for

collaborative work you
are able to create in

the classroom?

list three things you
like about

collaborative work and
three thing you don't

like

BEFORE YOU WATCH
reflect on your current  situation  

1

2

3



After watching the video about ideas for collaborative learning, were you inspired
to implement more of it in your classroom? write down ten ideas of group work

you would like to try during next month. 

Than, in the following page you can find a template to elaborate on your ideas
and turn them into a lesson plan!

The peers
AFTER YOU WATCH



Group work
BRAIN STORMING,

YOUR IDEAS
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07



Group work
OBJECTIVE RESOURCES

ASSESSMENTACTIVITY

LESSON PLAN 



Theenvironment
reflect on your current  situation  

What are the 3 things
you like most about

your classroom? 
And the 3 things you

don't like? 

BEFORE YOU WATCH

1

2

3

How would your ideal
classroom be? 

Is there some
obstacles in improving

your classroom
environment? 



Checklist

is it sufficient in quality 
and quantity?

 Material and stationary

Do you have it?
Do you use it enough?

Outdoor

Can you change the 
disposition when you
need to?

 Table and seating 

Are they relevant and 
usefull? 
Did the children make them?

Posters

Are they present?
Can you add some?

 Decorations

Think about these aspects of your classroom: are you satisfied about them? could you
do something to improve? 

AFTER YOU WATCH 

ELEMENTS NOTES
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Theprotagonists

Are art and creativity
part of your daily

activity? Would you
like for them to be

more present?  

BEFORE YOU WATCH

1

2

3

Who do you think can
contribute to the

creation of a school? 

Which contributes can
artists offer to the
development of a

school curriculum?  



Gianni Rodari

Would you like to
implement some of
these exercises for

creative storytelling in
your classroom? 

AFTER YOU WATCH

1

2

3

In which way do you
think these language

games can benefit
children?  

How valuable do you
think the debunking of

mistakes is in early
education? 



Bruno Munari
AFTER YOU WATCH

Can you draw a tree? 



Part 4:
Technology
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Tech quiz
How satisfied are you with the current situation regarding

technology in your school and in your classroom?

3.  The type of activity you create using technology

2.  The quality of available technology

7.  How you evaluate activities carried out with tech

6.  The time you need to plan tech activities 

4.  The reaction of the students when they use tech

1. The quantity of available technology

10. Your skills with technology 

8.  Tech availability children have at home 

5.  The support of collegues and families

9.  Children's screen time overall

SOMETIMES
HAPPY

VERY HAPPY

0 1 2

BEFORE YOU WATCH

RATING SCALE

NOT HAPPY



Checklist
Think about the elements of the previous page you are not satisfied about. 

Is there something you can do to improve the situation? 

ELEMENTS NOTES



Changes

01

04

07

10

02

05

08

11

03

06

09

12

Think about everything we have observed about the Reggio Approach. 
What are the things you commit to implement in your classroom starting tomorrow? 

Don't think about  big, structural changes that would require a lot of meetings with many
people, but small things that you can change about your approach, your classroom, your lesson

planning or you assessment methods! 



Stand aside for a while, and
leave the room for learning.

Observe carefully what children
do, and then, if you understood
them, perhaps teaching will be

different than before. 
LORIS MALAGUZZI



I really hope this course has brought to you some fresh insight and a different
prospective on pre-school education. 

Your students are lucky to have as their teacher a person always trying to
improve, to provide them the best they can get. 

Keep up the good work, and never stop enjoying the journey! 

Thank
you

Cristina


